Organ Pipes NP working bee: 31 July
Robert Bender
Gilson Park secondary students with parents and teachers
came to plant 500 Flax-lily (Dianella longi-folia) supplied
by Ian Taylor. When a ranger event-ually appeared to open
the compound and enable tools and plants to be fetched
out, work began on the “25 acres” plot by the freeway
frontage. Plants were clumped in small groups of ten, with
perhaps 15 metres between clumps. FOOP members
present were Terry, Robert, Neil, Karen, Neil watering
with a bucket – looks like a major leak at the tap in the
paddock has created a swampy wake with tall broadleaf
plants all the way to the freeway fence.
There was an interesting collection of invertebrates
beneath the bits of smashed tile – an interesting way to do
an invertebrate survey

By 11 o’clock all 500 were in and Robert proposed

I went over to look at the Striped Legless Lizard enclosure
set up a decade ago, as the north side had fallen in. I found
the wire that had been strung along the top of the fence had
snapped at several of the star pickets which were no longer
holding up the fence. The trench into which the fence
metal was sunk had eroded so the fence was just flapping
in the wind. All but one of the tiles had been removed from
the enclosure to the northwest corner and smashed.

I did what I could to stand the north wall up again, but had
no tools, so could only wind some of the top wire strand
around a couple of star pickets. What is needed is a rivetgun to re-rivet the metal sheets together, and a length of
wire to restring it and bind it to the pickets, assuming there
is some ongoing obligation towards the lizard recovery
program.
Robert then proposed going for a walk to Costa’s block to
show the Gilson Park people the plot which will be their
project for the rest of the year. I had a bat box that came
away from its tree in June to be repositioned on the tree, so
went off to do that alone.

The fence partially re-erected.
There was a glider nest of eucalypt leaves in box C7, on
the same tree as the newly repositioned C22. I removed all
the leaf material to make the box avail-able again to the
bats. But the glider boxes are in a very sad state, which is
probably why they are moving back into the bat boxes.

Not far from the C22/C7 tree is another tree with glider
box 8 bolted to
it. The lid had
fallen to the
ground and the
box was
roofless, which
is about the
condition of
most glider
boxes in 2011.
The lid was
sitting on bark at
the base of the
tree.
Near bat box
C38 (the old box
C2) two dead
eucalypts had
been felled and chopped into portable firewood-sized
pieces.

After the bat box was back in place, I fetched a garbage bin
and mattock and walked transects around the southern part
of Main Flat looking for Bridal Creeper as I had noticed
many little sprouts of it. In about 45 minutes I filled the bin
and decided that was enough for the day. I missed many
colonies and estimate it would need a good day of work to
find all of it and dig it out.

I dug out about 40 clumps of the weed then quit. Dumped
it into the waste
bin near the
works centre.
Clematis is in
flower all over
the flat and
looks very fine.
The tussock
grasses are all
well watered by
the autumn rains
and looking very
healthy, but
many things
about the park
look seriously
neglected and
dilapidated.

